PIUS-STEInThe Garden Exhibition in Ingolstadt, Germany, a new footbridge leads across an arterial road to the main entrance of the new park. Crossing the bridge and approaching the park, visitors can experience the gardens already from the distance.

Pedestrian bridges are walked, experienced and touched by people, so they have to find the right language and scale - and they have to reflect and respect the context and the place where they are built.

The design for the Pius Bridge in Ingolstadt takes this intrinsic requirement into account by clearly reducing it to the basic function of a bridge: to provide users with a direct route connection! In addition, the design aims to give the place and itself an individual and identity-creating character through a concise structure and well thought-out details.

However, the bridge as a whole is much more than the sum of its formal components: it not only connects two places, but it also combines function, form, structure and lighting to form a holistic ensemble that fits naturally into the urban context, perception and everyday life of people.

**Pic 1 Pius-Steg, view towards the garden exhibition**
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